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Public lighting is an essential part of life in our cities, making neighbourhoods more
accessible and ensuring communities are safer at low light times of the day - in the evening
and early morning.

Until now, local municipalities have had to rely on obsolete light sources and the
electricity grid to power their public lights. Such an approach requires extensive
underground cabling, is cost-prohibitive, environmentally destructive and increases the
pressure on a very vonerable power grid system.

Today, there is a new way.

2005, Leadsun had a vision to revolutionise the public lighting industry by bringing
together four emerging technologies – solar PV, LED light, lithium batteries and adaptive
lighting controls – into one compact and modular solar lighting system. After extensive
research, development and testing, in 2008, Leadsun went on to create the world’s first all-
in-one solar light. We’ve since gone on to distribute over 300,000 lighting systems across
the world.

Our vision is to partner with municipalities all over Victoria and redesign the future of
public lighting.

So, when funding is approved to construct a new community recreation reserve, or when
planning begins to upgrade to a shared pathway to increase active transport, we owe it to
our communities to pause and think about how we can best shape their future.

We need to take a moment to challenge what has been done before and look to the future
instead. After all, these decisions can define how communities connect and feel in open
public environments into the future.

Leadsun – always innovating, always moving forward, and always dependable.
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Leadsun applies the experience and expertise built through distributing more than 300,000
light systems – as well as world-class solar lighting engineering design and technology – to
provide local authorities solutions and guidance they can depend on.

The Leadsun brand represents a catalyst for change and confidence in the future. We bring
SMART public lighting into all Australian municipalities – easily, affordably and
efficiently.

Leadsun – bringing the light of day into the night for safer, more active communities.
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File1: 5f4c9c4aaad86-Case Study - City of Melb.pdf

File2: 5f4c9c4aabbef-Case Study - Braybrook Community Centre.pdf

File3: 5f4c9c4aac3fc-Case Study - Merton Street.pdf
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